Hi, dear readers! So, you’ve just flicked your new issue of MM, and this article is in there. What’s
it doing there, taking up space? Well, I’m cruising around the world at the moment, with Dad (Gary)
lover of all things that sail; Mum (Jane) you should see what she can cook at sea; plus my twin brother
(Lorin) age 11, strongest sea stomach in the world, who can’t understand why sister has head in bucket!
And of course, there’s me (Alix), I’m a girl age 11.
I love the cruising life and I’m just getting used to the tons and tons of salt that everything around
here absorbs! We have a lovely Shuttleworth 40’ catamaran called Zazen [named by Mr.
Shuttleworth], and we are heading from London, England to Sydney, Australia. So, to see what cruising is like from a kid’s perspective… how we survive together… and hear about the annoyingly
brilliant weather… read on...

At the beginning of August my family will set off on a
cruise halfway around the world. We will be stopping
at wonderful Australia and be living there (Dad was born
in Australia). On our voyage we will set foot on many
tropical and amazing islands. Living on a boat with my
family for 18 months will be hard, fun, and (when it comes
to a twin brother), very annoying. Our sturdy boat will
battle against winds, glide through crystal-clear water
and slip through the waves of the Atlantic Ocean and
carry all my make-up! (Don’t tell my Dad I said that.)
My goal in life is to be a journalist and MM’s very kind
Ava has helped me to one day complete my ultimate
goal by allowing me to write from Internet Cafés and
from on the boat, whenever it is possible along the way,
and publish it in MULTIHULLS Magazine.
I am not the most brilliant sailor in the world but my father has been sailing for many years of his life and my
mother has also. My brother and I do know how to sail
and enjoy it a lot.
Here is some information about my family and
friends who will be sailing on this voyage:
Dad (Gary Pearce)
Age: can’t fit all the 0’s on!
Funny, hard working, and brilliant.
Occupation at home: Working 24/7 on Zazen
Occupation on boat: The captain of our fine vessel.
Mum (Jane Pearce)
Age: 20 and holding (that’s what she says}
Cleans and cooks, very lovable. One of those
mums who is amazing and seems to have 8 arms!
Occupation at home: Works for Sony
Occupation on boat: Galley slave... oops! I mean
navigator.

Twin Brother (Lorin Pearce)
Age: 20... JOKING! He’s 11
Annoying sometimes (what do you expect, he is a
brother!) he’s funny and has that little cheeky grin
Occupation at home: Going to school
Occupation on boat: Cabin boy
Me (Alix Pearce)
Age: 11
Ahem... I’ll let you decide what I’m like. But, I suppose
I am funny, relaxed, and a fashion victim!
Occupation at home: Student
Occupation on boat: Cabin girl – If there is such a thing.
Other crewmembers that may be joining us for
some of the legs:
Uncle Viv (Welsh). He is looking forward to this trip
and can’t wait to put up sails, steer the ship, and have
an excellent time!
John Shuttleworth (boat designer) This man is a brilliant designer and designed Zazen. He may join us and
see how his well-designed vessel can sail.
A good friend named Shelagh, who is the kind of
friend whom we have sailed with for many years. She
is prepared to teach us music while on board.
Uncle Gum (Dad’s brother) – a funny Australian who
will liven up the cruise and will always be there to help
during his stay on Zazen.
Alastair, a good friend and good sailor who has
sailed many yachts and seen parts fall down, including masts. (Let’s hope he doesn’t experience this during
our voyage!)
Charles, another good friend and good sailor. He is a
mature, friendly sailor who it will be a pleasure to sail with.
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Zazen

O

ur journey to Australia has begun. As our
vessel pulled smoothly away from the
pontoon, I knew a journey full of amazing
things, places and people was waiting for us. Was it just
luck that the Red Arrows streaked across the sky, and
the Tall Ships came sailing into the Solent as we left our
home? We soon reached our first main stop, Falmouth,
where designer John Shuttleworth joined us to cross the
Bay of Biscay.
The Bay of Biscay was amazing. There was phosphorescence, seabirds, whales and the most wonderful
creatures… the dolphins. John and my brother Lorin
went for an ocean dip at 19 degrees and Mum suggested we make a Spanish courtesy flag, which we set
about doing. The flag with its red, yellow and green
looked wonderful. Sadly, it was then that we discovered
this was not the Spanish flag but the Bolivian one! Not
many cruisers have made it to Bolivia but now we’ve got
the flag – just in case!
After our tiring journey across the Bay we were all glad
when we approached our first Spanish port called
Camarinas. While staying there we met up with a boat
called Canina which was also participating in the ARC
(Atlantic Rally for Cruisers), and Mercator is planning to
join that as well. It was really weird meeting other boats
with children on them, because when you first plan a trip
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like this, it is like you are the only person in the world doing
it. With the taste of Spain on the tips of our tongues we
soon set off for more rias and islands (for anyone who was
wondering, a Ria is a sunken river valley. We dropped John
off in Muros, and carried on exploring Spain.
The Spanish have this delicious sugary snack which
is like a long doughnut, called Churros.
We also did really well on our first day ever of being
taught by Mum, instead of by a school teacher. It was
extremely odd being taught by Mum, but lessons are
creative and fun, and are the best way of learning ever!
We hopped down the coast of Spain and had lots of
inland trips (or as we like to call them school trips). We
visited the spectacular cathedral in Santiago; and, in
Islas Cies, we scaled the mighty Mount Faro lighthouse
– 175 m high! Although in Spain, don’t be fooled… the sun
did not shine all the time, we had squalls, thunder, rain and
wind. Our time in Spain started to draw to a close with
fantastic ice creams and the best showers since England;
our memories of Spain will be pleasant.
Our stereo on our boat works really well on the outside speakers. So, while sailing, my parents enjoy cranking up the volume on their (corny) music and race along
through the waves. So, just as we were crossing the Spanish border, some geezer called Al Stewart started singing
about crossing the Spanish border. I didn’t like it, but the
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dolphins obviously did, as about 40-50 of them surrounded the boat diving clean out of the water. What
a sight!
Portugal is nice but they really need to look at their
pollution problem! As we pulled smoothly into Leixoes
marina we had to dodge the odd railway sleeper (railroad tie) and dead seagull. If you think that was a tad
bit on the gross side, then listen to this (and make sure
you are not just about to eat), the water was
chockablock with sick, rubbish, oil, dead rats, railway
sleepers, knickers, weed… well I think you get the idea!
Also, while staying in Portugal we decided to dry out
on a cool little sandbank in the Algarve (in a place called
Alvor). We stayed there for 2 weeks and fixed, scrubbed
and cleaned our fine 40-foot cat.
After cleaning Zazen we picked up our two friends
Peter and his wife Toni. They also own a Shuttleworth, but
it is a Shuttleworth 43. We had a 3 1/2-day sail to Madeira
where we explored the fantastic landscape, but soon
moved on.
That brings us here to Grand Canaria. As we raised
our A.R.C. flag, Dad, our skipper, officially declared the first
little bit of our journey completed. Yeah!
So will the Pearcqe family make it across the Alantic?
Will they still be talking to each other? Find out in the next
issue!

Islas Cies
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M

y Mum, Dad, brother and 75-year-old uncle
were the crew on board for the Atlantic cross
ing. The boats were at the start line of the ARC
waiting for the gun to go. We had watched the yellow sails
of the racing division disappear into the distance. I knew
it would be a long time before I would feel solid earth under
my feet again.
On the first afternoon we were settling down to the sailing
life, when an unpredicted squall came ripping through. Unfortunately, the squall was not the only thing ripping. We helplessly watched as a panel in our Code 0 ripped to shreds. Most
of the boats were affected by the storm and about a dozen
turned back.
We carried on with no intention of turning back, but remained alert for squalls. It was an interesting start to the rally.
A few uneventful days slipped by, but the seas remained
confused and we got about three squalls a day.
One day the waves were very large; in fact, so large that
we had to put out our drogue anchor. The waves remained
about 5 m high for two days. Luckily the drogue was doing
a great job, well it was until it snapped. Not good. Dad had
to whip something up pretty fast, so it was out with the rubber bucket and rope. That little bucket was great even though
it did completely lose its shape after a few days under water!
It was about a week later, Mum was listening to the S.S.B.
for a weather update when a mayday call came through.
A man had fallen over-board, leaving only one other man
on board the yacht. Instantly, the network controller asked
if there was anyone nearby. A yacht that was about 40 nm
behind the casualty started to head for them. Also a vessel
in front turned back and beat through the steep seas. The
vessels did everything possible but sadly the man passed
away, and was cast adrift attached to a life raft with an EPIRB.
We were all shocked by the news and made sure our life jackets and harnesses were always on.
On the S.S.B. it was also reported that a yacht in the A.R.C.
called F2 had lost its rudder… Luckily, a very big pirate shiplike vessel, called Tenacious had a perfect workshop on board
and created a new one. Tenacious then shipped over the
new rudder to F2. It fit perfectly, but two days later it fell off.
The F2 crew and their dog had to scuttle their fine new vessel
and transfer to another boat to safely continue their journey.
The S.S.B. was not always the bringer of bad news; in fact,
it was great! We got to talk to all the kids at 16:00 UTC.. All
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the kids got to chat, collect vessel positions and find out how
everyone was doing. The yacht Onskan (with kids Kit 6, Netty
9, and Victoria 12) suggested the net and really brought
something to look forward to during those L-O-N-G days.
To supplement food and to have a good time we did a
lot of fishing on the trip. Dad’s fishing line was let out, this was
the first time we had tried fishing, and suddenly the line pulled
tight. Dad grabbed the rod, Mum grabbed the camera,
our Uncle got the fish-gutting knife and Lorin and I grabbed
the fish pacifier (aluminum baseball bat). The rod broke
as Dad was reeling it in, bad quality rod, but after much
work we heaved the 1-meter Dorado aboard! Blood got
everywhere, but I have never tasted fish so fresh! We also
went on to catch three more Dorado.
Lots of celebrations took place on the crossing – here
are a few:
This definitely is not a British thing, but Thanksgiving took
place on the crossing. One American catamaran with kids
on board told us about it on the kids net. They said that they
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brought extra provisions and made ‘Jello’ (Jelly in English)
apple pie, strawberry cheese cake, chocolate sponge, etc.
They even managed to fit a turkey in the fridge!
Another celebration that took place was “halfway day.”
This is a celebration for crossing the halfway point in the
Atlantic. It was celebrated in all sorts of different ways, some
kids got presents, some kids got to watch a DVD, but this is
how we celebrated it. We all had to go to dinner in the cockpit with something to do with the theme of–half. My Uncle
was half-bagged and put himself half in and half out of a
spinnaker bag. My brother came half awake and wore his
pajama top and a pair of shorts. Mum was half sailing babe
half cruising babe, and wore her bikini top and wet weather
trousers. Dad burnt a cork and made his face half black and
half white. (This was done using the black ashes from the cork).
I wrote a poem about halfway day and using lip chalk I divided
my face in half. Then, as a surprise Mum produced two cold
cans of coke and three cans of beer! Liquid gold! It was a fun
day and we got to have prunes and custard for pudding
as a treat!
I got bored on the trip and parents could not use their trick,
“Look at the lovely scenic view and be quiet!” Water was
everywhere, so to entertain myself I read and completed

‘Lord Of The Rings,’ and I wrote a poetic log. The ARC had
divided the Atlantic up into sea areas for the crossing and
we had weather reports for each area every day. I wrote
a limerick for each sea area and a poem of some event that
happened in each sea area. There was a competition for
illustrated logs and so I carefully drew pictures of the events
and submitted it. At the final ARC party I won a special prize
for a children’s log. We did not do school on the crossing as
Mum was too busy or too tired. The minutes seemed like hours
as each day dragged by, but one afternoon a dark shape
loomed in the distance – LAND!
If I thought the trip was long, it was nothing in comparison. It was the longest four hours in my life, it seemed like we
where doing two knots instead of nine. Finally we reached
the finish line. The night had closed around us .The glittering lights of St. Lucia studded the hillside. We tacked, the
first time on the whole trip, and crossed the line! Like stunned
mullet we gaped at the land around us. Then we slipped
into a nice berth and collapsed! A yacht called Mercator
helped us with our lines and then took us out for drinks. Sleep
soon kicked in and the Zazen crew slept well that night.

1/2-Way
Day

We seem to spend ages in Kate
Our time there was making us late
We wanted to arrive
And go for a drive
And have dinner consumed off a plate!

Halfway day is finally here
Yippee! Hurray! Let’s give a great cheer!
Halfway now to the tropical land
Full of bright colored birds and rich golden sand
We’ve left cold England
It’s history, it’s gone!
So now, it’s on to St Lucia, mon!

We had cast our line, hook and all
Into this vast ocean pool.
“To catch a fish we would be glad”
Said our brave fisherman known as Dad.
We waited for a fish to bite,
When suddenly the line pulled tight.
“A fish, a fish,” we cried in joy,
But alas the fish had an evil ploy.
With hook in his mouth and death at the door,
The fish thought “Ouch” and pulled some more.
“You’re mine,” yelled Dad, but as he spoke
The fish pulled hard and the handle broke!
“One point to me,” cried the fish with glee,
He knew the humans had zero you see.
Dad grabbed the line and pulled it in,
“Give up fish, I’ll win, I’ll win.”
The fish grew tired, the fish grew slow,
But as Dad pulled him in he put on a show.
He flipped, he dived, he thrashed, he turned,
But our stupid fish had a lot to learn!
He soon grew weary and felt like he was dead
As Dad whacked the fish very hard on the head
The fish stopped moving,
He thought,“ This is no fun.”
So Dad got 5 points
The humans had won!
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t was Christmas Eve, the palms of Rodney Bay, St. Lucia
swayed gently in the morning breeze.
It felt nothing like Christmas.
There was no Christmas tree... well, that is if you don’t
count the small seven-inch fiber-optic one – it had no snow,
no decorations. Apart from some local St. Lucians who
went crazy decorating their front yards with a million lights...
and the Christmas lunch on the beach. I was totally confused.
There were six boats in the harbor with kids aboard. They
were referred to as the “kid boats.” All the kids’ mums got
together and planned a Christmas scheme. Christmas Eve
was to be on the beach, at sunset, to sing carols. Christmas
morning was to be spent with family only – no VHF, and the
afternoon BBQ on the beach with games for kids.
Christmas Eve drew to a close and everyone gathered
on the beach and sang. Followed by two locals with steel
drums who came and played “Jingle Bells” on their drums
for us. Finally, six sandy and sore-throated, but very cheerful families returned to their boats and waited for Christmas
to come.
Christmas was weird – but fun. The BBQ was delicious and
with the combined burned and sandy taste... it was very
crunchy! Spending time with all the kids was an added
bonus to a fantastic day. After everyone had eaten and
cooled off in the Caribbean waters, we decided that
enough sand and salt water had been absorbed. So, the
Christmas party dispersed to their boats after a large number of “Merry Christmases” and ”sleep wells” had been
shouted. My family still followed the good-old English tradition of Christmas pudding and custard – given to us by
our grandparents in Las Palmas. It was a few hours later
when I fell into a happy and contented sleep.
All the ‘kid boats’ drifted off in different directions for
New Year. We stayed with two monohulls called Canina
and Amati for New Year and had an excellent time. Then
Canina, a Van De Stadt 29, left and it was the last time we
ever saw them on this trip. I had a sad feeling as I watched
their white mainsail set and they disappeared around the
corner – ensign bobbing in the wind. There was no time to
feel empty because the next day our Italian friends Fabio
and Giovanna came to stay. We decided to take them
to Martinique, but as we sailed out of Marigot Bay, we took
a look at the weather and pulled back into Rodney Bay. Our
friends stayed for a week and we got a chance to sample

some excellent home-made Italian food. But when they left,
we really were on our own.
Without further ado we set off for the Caribbean cruising life and this is where we went:
St. Lucia – where we saw our first cinema movie in six
months: Harry Potter II, Chamber of Secrets.
Martinique – where we visited St. Pierre and the cell of
the prisoner who was the only survivor of the volcanic eruption of 1902. We also looked at some local sailing boats.
Isles de Saintes – a beautiful place with great snorkeling.
Deshaies, Guadeloupe – which was home to a lovely
restaurant decked out like something from Peter Pan,
where I was served a kabob on a sword.
Jolly Harbour, Antigua – was where our grandparents
came to visit for two weeks. It was wonderful to see them
again and we had loads of fun. Mum also celebrated her
birthday. She still thinks she’s 21 – ha!
Our next stop was Nevis, and with that place comes a
story... We were trying to anchor, and after three fruitless
attempts we noticed some people signalling on the shore
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Christmas
BBQ

from their restaurant, The Galley Pot, for us to pick up a
mooring buoy. This seemed to be the best option, so we
did. Later, we went ashore expecting to pay a high mooring fee. We planned to see some of the island and come
back for an early dinner. We returned to the boat seven
hours later and discovered there was no fee. After having
dinner and the exciting experience of meeting what
seemed like the entire community of Nevis, my brother and
I watched TV with two other kids in a local house.
After visiting Nevis, we went to BasseTerre, St. Kitts, where
we saw the Brimstone Fort and Picadilly Circus... which
looks nothing like the one in London! Time seemed to be
ticking past so quickly and we soon found ourselves in St.
Maarten. When we arrived there, we had to anchor outside the lagoon and wait for the bridge to open. We
dropped the anchor and Dad went ashore to clear customs. A few minutes later, the anchor dragged in a strong
gust. Mum, who was on deck reading, was alerted to this
when she looked up and saw the bow of a SunSail boat a
hair’s breadth away. Instantly, Mum turned on the engine,
yelled for Lorin and me, and started steering clear of the
boat. We had to make sure that the anchor rode did not

prison cell
in St. Pierre

get caught in the engine prop. This was difficult while trying to avoid boats. Then a man from another yacht, seeing
our dilemma, raced over in his dinghy to help. The next thing
we knew, the very nice guy had pulled up our anchor and
offered us a free mooring for a short time. We had a very
shocked-looking skipper when he came back in the dinghy to where Zazen used to be. After we had re-anchored,
a man came up in a dinghy and said, “Nice Shuttleworth.”
His name was Mel, and he had owned a 63-foot Shuttleworth himself. After hearing that we had dragged and
knowing there were strong winds forecast, he offered us
his hurricane mooring in the lagoon.
After coming back to Zazen across the lagoon, absolutely drenched for the twentieth time, we decided it was
time to get rid of our floppy 25-year-old, third-hand Avon
and get a new dinghy! It was in an awful state and no
matter where we went in it we suffered from S.B.S (Soggy
Bottom Syndrome). We were relieved to sell the thing and
replace it with a new hard-bottomed boat. We were amazed

carols on
the beach

at what we had done. While in the lagoon we met up with
a Beneteau First 38 named Onskan. We had lots of fun with
them and I had a great time playing with the girls on board.
We had a bunch of sleepovers.
I really enjoyed the Caribbean. It did have its downside,
but it was nearly time to say good-bye. First there were a
few more things to do. We went to Trellis Bay and the British
Virgin Islands and, much to our excitement, Lorin and I took
a PADI scuba course. It was fantastic. Our instructor named
Greg from Sail Caribbean was brilliant. We got to dive
down to an airplane wreck, go into underwater caverns,
and dive to a shipwreck called “The Wreck of the Rhone.”
To top it all we are now PADI certified divers.
Now there was only one thing left to do, meet our new
crew member. Yes, it was time to welcome a new person
aboard Zazen: Roy. He is 23 years old, so it is like having an
older kid to hang out with. He will be with us as far as the
Marquesas (as long as he does not get too sick of us!). What
has he let himself in for?
Anyway, ‘good-bye’ to the Caribbean and off to Colon,
Panama. The Caribbean was an interesting experience. It
was a mixture of extremes. There were some extremely poor
people and some very unkind people. Then, in contrast, you
had some wealthy people, and some very hospitable
people. The weather was great, though the tropical rains
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New Year’s Eve

Sourierre
Sulfur Spring

can last for some time. Some people had their boats
boarded and were held at knife point. Then again… there
were people who were very helpful and would never dream
of boarding your boat. Some places were ugly, but most
of them beautiful. Overall we had more of the nice experiences than the bad ones and our time in the Caribbean
will never be forgotten.

Zazen in St. Lucia
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Panama, Galapagos, Pacific
After a great time in the BVI, we were cruising along in
the Caribbean Sea. The seas were wonderfully calm and
we could fly our spinnaker even at night. The trip was a bit
longer than expected, 8 days, as the winds came from all
points of the compass. It was as we drew closer to land that
the size of Colon dawned on us. Container ships raced past,
towering over Zazen. The skyline boasted huge cranes,
containers, oil rigs and ships. Colon reared its ugly head in
greeting us and coughed out fumes. After a tricky entrance,
Roy, who was catching on fast, steered, we dropped the
hook and settled down. I could not help thinking about the
birthday that was around the corner. Colon – what a place
to spend it! On no account were we allowed to step outside the yacht club walls – it was too dangerous. So everywhere
we went it had to be in a taxi and that grew very annoying.
However, every cloud has a silver lining and our Flemish
friends from a Beneteau called Mercator were in Colon. With
Luna (8 going on 15) to play with, Colon did not seem too bad.
When Thomas, the skipper of Mercator, heard about our bleak
birthday he suggested we go to a hotel! My parents thought
this was a great idea – any excuse to get rid of us and–soon
we found ourselves pulling away in a taxi to Isla Grande. Four
days of bliss away from school, boats, washing up... it was
the best birthday present I ever got.
We returned to Colon and then had a party with some other
kids who were about to transit the Canal. Mercator went
through ahead of usand Dad went through with them to
help as line handler. He returned full of exciting tales of what
the Canal looked like and the incredible scale of it. Even
these descriptions could not have prepared me for the true
size and beauty of it. It was 4 a.m. Dad had collected all of
the people who would be line handlers, including Rudi, a
local who was a taxi driver, customs clearer, line handler,
and goodness knows what else! Then an adviser called Alex
pulled up in a tug. Alex’s job would be to show us through
the locks, how to raft and get across the lake. We took up
the anchor and left heading for the dazzling lights of the
Canal. The plan was that we were to go through the locks
as a nest of three. While heading for the first one, we were
to raft up against the two other yachts – Joyeste and Smack.
I am glad to say that Smack did not live up to its name! Things
went surprisingly well and dawn was creeping into the sky
as we entered the first lock. The sheer walls rose past Zazen’s
mast and higher, but in a matter of minutes we had risen
9 meters and Zazen sat happily level with the gates. Now the
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big steel ship in front started the engine. I held my breath
– the horror stories I had heard of yachts being tossed into
walls and smashing their hulls… never came to pass. The ship
seemed aware of our presence and politely moved forward
before turning up its speed. As we started forward the
adviser on Joyeste commented, “We are going to use you
as a very expensive fender!” Still laughing we headed to
the next lock.
At 7 a.m. I watched in awe as the huge lock gates swung
open to Gatun Lake. The lake stretched out in front of us, green
fertile islands sending wafts of forest smells on the breeze. The
boats threw back each other’s lines and headed across the
lake – Zazen in the lead. We were settling down, everyone
sprawled about he decks relaxing, including our adviser who
enjoyed our front nets a lot. Mum had started frying bacon
and soon we were all tucking into a full English breakfast. This
consisted of scrambled eggs, bacon, sausages, baked beans
and buttered bread. Delicious! Half an hour later Alex turned
to Dad and asked, “Want something to tell your grandchildren?” “All right,” Dad said, so Alex directed us to a shortcut. We passed between two green islands and Alex told us
to slow down. He then whistled and monkeys came swinging through the trees.
After crossing Gatun Lake we came to the Culebra Cut.
It was a narrow passage that led to the Pedro Miguel Locks.
It was there that we sighted the Andes and the Cayman croco
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Iguana
and after 10 days in Balbao we set
dile slipping silently into the water.
off for the Galapagos. The journey
We were joined by the other two
was quite pleasant and we had
boats and rafted together while
some fun crossing the equator. Apheading for the locks – an interparently when you cross the equaesting experience – and we soon
tor you have to make a sacrifice to
shot through the Pedro Miguel
Neptune. Dad had already sugand Miraflores locks. At this point
gested Lorin and me! I made a
all of the Zazen family started
cardboard sea dragon, Lorin sacwaving at poles and all tall buildrificed some soap (he
ings. No, this stress and early start
Dad - AKA - Flamingo
never used it anyway!),
had not got to us – we were lookMum threw in a Wering for the web cam after having
ther’s original toffee,
instructed our grandparents to
Dad a collection of
log on. We finally spotted the
jellybeans, and Roy
camera and jumped up and
sacrificed a storm
down waving like fury until we had to move on. It
match. This done we
was the last lock. We sank steadily down and the
cheerfully looked forhuge metal doors swung
ward to the Galapopen. The Pacific waters
Giant Tourtoise
agos Islands.
swept up to greet us. Yes,
The Galapagos
Zazen’s hulls were now
were teeming with
motoring smoothly in the
wildlife and breathPacific. Excitement filled
takingly beautiful. We
me, and then the Bridge
were allowed to go
of the Americas came
to four anchorages, the first was Wreck Bay, San
into view. It came closer
Cristobal. As we came in the first thing I noticed
and closer, until we were
was the smell – the smell of sea lions hung in the
underneath and at that
air and their barking filled the morning quiet, as
point we all threw in coins
these lazy creatures sunbathed on nearby fishfor luck. So, our transit
ing boats. We anchored with our trusted Spade
went smoothly and we
made great time dropping the anchor in Balbao at 1 p.m. anchor sinking in deep and Mum, Dad and Lorin went to
We hung around in Balbao, still absorbing our amazing clear customs. Later, we all went ashore stepping over sea
transit. We were also awaiting Roy’s return. Before our Canal lions and we checked out the town. The next morning I
transit Roy had gone to Costa Rica to spend some time with awoke early, courtesy of the sea lions, and after preparing
his brothers. I felt that there was an air of nervousness our rucksacks we set off. Our mission was to swim with the sea
among my family at the thought of leaving Balbao. It would lions. We tied up the dinghy and walked to the town, we
be another week’s passage before reaching the Galapagos were still walking an hour later along a dusty track. Evenand then the very long Pacific crossing to the Marquesas. tually we came upon a beach and, there, I was confronted
I, for one, was not thrilled with the thought of ocean cross- by a very large iguana. It sat completely still, its long body
ings but the waiting was almost unbearable. Roy returned stretched across the rock hoping it was camouflaged. I then
realized that all the rocks had iguanas on them. A little
Crossing the Equator
unnerved by their watchful eyes we picked our way
through the rocks and onto the beach. Easily 30 or more sea
lions lay stretched out on the sand, but did not seem playful. The bull sea lion, recognized by his enormous size and
loud bark, glared at us. We attempted to enter the water
but an angry sea lion barked us away. Then the baby sea
lion came to play – he swam around us and blew bubbles,
he tumbled, turned, splashed and curiously stuck out his
tongue. It was very funny and incredible to see how these
clumsy land animals became so graceful in the water. After
our fill of sea lions we returned to Zazen to discover a surprise visitor in the cockpit. Stretched out, dozing in the sun,
lay a very big and very smelly sea lion. He was not too
happy having to leave. Skipper tried to shoo him away but
at this the sea lion reared up and bared his teeth. So Dad
did the same and seeing as he was no match the sea lion
grunted and slid off leaving us in fits of laughter.
Moving on we went to Puerto Ayora, Santa Cruz. This was
by far the most tourist-ridden but that could not be helped as
all the tour boats were there. We got a cold welcome from
the officials, as the regulations seem to change from island
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to island. He got very snappy and yet there was a whole
anchorage of boats not bothering to check in. The locals
seemed pretty cheery and we went to see two things:
The first was the Darwin research center that was a bit
of a letdown. Giant tortoises gave us the odd glance, then
disappeared into bushes and others just slept. But that is
to be expected – those lazy creatures were hardly going
to be thrilling to watch and at least we can say we have
seen giant tortoises. Also the visitor center was still being
built so don’t be put off – I am sure it will be pleasant when
finished.
The second excursion was to see lava tubes, which was
a lot more interesting – in fact it was incredible. An old man
hurried out of his house and gave us a quick speech in Spanish. He then gave us torches (flash lights), took us through his
garden and showed us the entrance. Inside the lava tubes
were 3 m tall and 2 km long. Intricate carvings made by
the lava flows covered the walls and at times we had to
pick our way through rocks where the ceiling had caved
in. At one point we all turned off the torches and experienced pitch-blackness. It was very dark with no streetlights
or moon to shine in. After walking through the lava tubes,
the highest in the world, we met our taxi driver who brought
us back to the man’s house. The man seemed very happy
and gave us a bunch of red bananas and showed us on
our way.
The final stop was Puerto Vilammil, Isabella and this was
my favorite island and it was also the biggest and the least
populated. It was there that we saw white-tipped sharks,
penguins, blue-footed boobies, sea lions and the biggest
sea turtles I have ever seen, tortoises, flamingos and iguanas. We also rode up a volcano called Sierra Negra on
horses! The horses seemed a bit underfed but were keen
to ride through the mist and up to the top. Though due to
lack of horses I had to share one with Mum. When we
reached the top, the mist cleared and revealed the 10-kmwide crater. It is the second biggest in the world and amazingly beautiful. It was also a very fertile volcano and the
best 70$ we ever spent. On the way down, everyone got
enough horses to be able to ride on their own. We saw
much in Isabella and it was sad to leave – but we had to.
After hoisting the sails and setting the correct course, the
Galapagos were a mere speck on the horizon.
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The Pacific stretch is 3055 miles from the Galapagos
to the Marquesas. An average passage time is about
30 days. The trade winds should have aided us, a speedy
catamaran, for a fast crossing or not! The trade winds
were a complete myth – probably invented to keep the
sanity of the crew in the vague hope that the promised
trade winds would get them moving. To cruising kids and
adults alike I can hardly expect you to be thrilled by the
– thought of a long ocean passage and I do not blame
you. Day after day of only sea, sky and squalls dragged
by. At one point I flipped my lid begging for us to stop and
fly the rest of the way, which of course was impossible. Being
cooped up with the same people for so long gave everyone a short fuse, except Roy. He seemed his usual calm
self – happily cooking – his plantain breakfasts and doing his share of night watches. In fact it could be possible
that Roy was enjoying himself! You may think that I was
making a mountain out of a molehill and that it can’t
have been that bad but here is a normal day for me:
Wake up. Stumble into clothes and nearly pass out
due to lack of oxygen in cabin as all hatches must be closed
in the bows in case we take a wave. Go outside. Look at
waves and feel ill. Go back down and look at the chart.
Feel depressed at the huge amount of miles left to go. Do
morning watch. Say good night to a tired Roy who would not
emerge again until after midday. Finish watch. Have breakfast and do school. Adults come on deck while others sleep.
Mum who has less night watch, works hard in the galley
greeting early and late risers with food. Finish schoolwork
and have lunch. Doze. Eat dinner. Do evening watch. Sleep.
This routine continued for 10 days until we reached halfway. During the crossing we kept in contact with other boats.
Together we came up with the idea of having a halfway
party over the SSB. This meant we all had to say a poem, limerick or story over the radio so we all participated, and for a
very special treat we had some crisps and a can of coke.
Then we faced another nine days of long stretches of ocean
until we saw it – yes, sweet beautiful, wonderful land! The
fantastic smell of land and trees filled our noses and I
thought I would cry. Unlike our arrival in St. Lucia, the land had
no lights, electricity was scarce but with the help of some friends
who had arrived a few hours earlier they guided us into the
anchorage of Hiva Oa, where we sat exhausted and shell
shocked after an overall passage time of 19 1/2 days. We
had done it!

Volcano
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t was wonderful sitting in the beautiful anchorage of
Hiva Oa after 19 days of only sea and skies to look
at; my eyes hungrily drank in the green valleys, palm
trees and the sweet sight of land. For the next two months
we would be travelling in French Polynesia. These island
groups may be classed under the same name, but they
couldn’t be more different. Take the landscapes for example;
Ua Po has dramatic cliffs and sweeping hills that plunge down
into deep ravines, whereas Hiva Oa has rolling hills and lush
green valleys that make a more gentle skyline. Then there are
the Tuamotus, that rise a mere 12 feet from the water and
have only sand and coconut palms. Yet these atolls are still
beautiful despite their size. The Society Islands are somewhere
in between with soft hills that merge into steep cliffs surrounded
by reefs.
The one thing that is the same throughout French Polynesia is the warmth and kindness of the natives. In Hiva Oa
it was over a one-mile walk uphill into town but any car driving
past would stop and offer us a lift. The village of Hanavave in
Fatu Hiva is only a small collection of houses with no restaurants
but a local woman called Rosa prepared a small feast in her
house at only $10 a head while her family ate outside in the dark.
The locals also invited us to see their dancing rehearsal. They
were preparing for the Heiva Nui in Tahiti and had been
practicing for 9 months and all that hard work certainly showed.
We wanted to visit the tattoo museum in Ua Po and a man
called Pascal invited us into the museum and gave an amazing talk about tattooing, singing and dancing along the way
and telling us local stories. He then showed us a few nice
things in town such as the local wood carver and arranged
a walk through the mountains to another anchorage. All this
information, including the museum, was free of charge and
came with a smile. In Nuku Hiva Mum and Dad went to buy
anchor chain from the local chandlers. Everyone there
was friendly and when the shop owner
heard that they had to carry the chain
all the way back to the boat
he immediately offered them a lift
back in one of
his customer’s
cars!
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One of the best Monday’s I have ever had was in Raroia,
Tuamotus where we went pearl gathering with the locals.
This involved taking the oysters from their lines in the sea,
prizing open the shells and taking out the beautiful pearl. You
would then divide the bad meat from the good and pile
the oyster shells up ready for shipping to Tahiti. The locals
were patient and friendly as they showed us the ropes. After
a hard morning’s work, all the yachties gathered on Zazen
to trade pearls for rum. The locals traded fairly and gave us
each a pearl and a small bag of silver ones for free.
While in Raroia, we found out that a large and exciting event
for the natives is when the supply ship comes in. Raroia has
only two supply ships a month, one ship starts in the north
Tuamotus and comes down south, therefore Raroia is its last
port of call. This means that the ship is nearly empty and Raroia
gets only the dregs and left-overs. The other ship starts down
south making Raroia its second port of call, so everyone
gathered on the dock eager to receive their supplies to last
them through the month. We, on seeing the commotion, went
ashore and watched as the huge ship sent two dinghies ashore
full of food and other supplies. The sleeping children were unloaded from the wheelbarrows, the supplies were put in and
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the happy families went home. We watched as the
men started to nail two dinghies together with
planks of wood to make a catamaran. They then,
to our amazement, lowered a VW transporter
from the supply ship onto the dinghies. The dinghies slowly drove ashore and delivered the big
white van onto the dock. But what are they going
to use it for? A twenty-minute tour of the island?
A 300m airport transfer? The funny thing is there
aren’t any roads on Raroia!
The whole community of Raroia (there were
just over 50) were so happy to see us and hear of
our travels that it was hard to leave. Raroia was
a very beautiful place but sadly the wind
changed, making Raroia a lee shore forcing us to

leave for Tahiti and the other boats to seek shelter on the
other side of the atoll. But maybe it was good that happened, otherwise we would never have left.
Tahiti, was the first civilised place in many months but
we were pleased to find the locals were still friendly, despite
the size of the island. When we arrived in Tahiti we had no
beer so Dad decided to ask a local
fishing boat if the shops were open on
Sunday, in doing this he hoped to save
a fruitless trip ashore. Mum and Dad went
over to the fishing boat and asked. The
man’s face fell when he heard the question,
“Sorry, no it is closed today,” he said in French.
Then his face brightened , “But here you go” and
he handed Mum and Dad an ice cold beer
each.
Our main reason for coming to Tahiti was to
see the large festival called the Heiva Nui. This
festival takes place every three years and people

from all over French Polynesia
come to take part, including
our friends from Fatu Hiva. Not
only does the festival include
dancing but also food, flowers
and crafts. The food and flowers make up the Agricultural Fair
(Te Vahine), which is very impressive and had yams up to 200 kg
in weight! The arts and craft were
very beautiful and were in the
artisan fair (Heiva Nui Rima’i).
They had wooden tikis, nose
flutes, drums, quilts (Tifaifai),

Fatu Hiva
paintings, shell jewelry, pearls, straw hats and local dresses
all hand made. All these things were wonderful but they
did not beat the dancing which was incredible, with many
people from different islands participating. This meant different costumes, different music, and different dancing
styles. They were all fun to watch but the best group would
have to have been Fatu HIva. After having seen all the effort the villagers of Hanavave had put in while rehearsing
and in making costumes out of traditional tapa cloth (cloth
fibre from tree bark) it made their performance just that bit
more special to us.
So with one half of our Pacific Island cruise completed we
draw closer and closer to our new life in Australia but it is
best not to think about that yet and simply enjoy the rest
of our adventure while it lasts! MM
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